CHAPTER
ONEFUND
PROVIDING THE RESOURCES
YOUR CHAPTER NEEDS MOST
IS AS SIMPLE AS ONEFUND
With a gift to your chapter’s OneFund, you
are providing important support that can be
invested in the areas of most need as determined by your own chapter’s volunteer alumni.

INVEST IN YOUR CHAPTER
Now, more than any time in recent history, our
chapters need the support of their alumni. With
the uncertainty around what the future holds
for campus and Greek life, our chapters need
alumni support to ensure that they have the
resources needed to not only survive but to
thrive in this new environment. While we anticipate changes for our colleges and universities,
Phi Psi remains committed to bringing normalcy
and balance to campus life. Phi Psi also remains
integral to the development of friendships,
personal accountability and leadership—all
qualities of a strong fraternity experience in any
environment.

SUPPORT THROUGH YOUR
CHAPTER ONEFUND

TWO TYPES OF ONEFUNDS

In recent months, we have consulted with
the local volunteer leadership of every Phi Psi
chapter to learn their anticipated needs for the
2020-21 academic year. While many universities
face uncertainty about what campus life will
look like this year, we have worked to get ahead
of those changes so our chapters can succeed.

There are two ways to support your chapter
through the OneFund:
Non-Endowed Chapter OneFunds allow the
chapter to immediately access money donated
with 100% of the balance of the non-endowed
Chapter OneFund being available for distribution on an annual basis.
Endowed OneFunds are invested with a
long-term strategy in mind and follow a traditional endowment model. Annually, the Foundation makes a small percentage of the fund
available for granting. The Endowed OneFund
is established for perpetuity and produces a
consistent return from year-to-year to fund a
chapter’s needs.

The Phi Psi Foundation is partnering with our
chapters to ensure their alumni volunteers
and undergraduates alike have the resources
necessar y to navigate unpredictable and
unprecedented circumstances that may arise.
By working with house corporations and alumni
leaders to create plans and to develop financial
reserves, our chapters are poised overcome
these challenges and adapt.

WAYS TO GIVE

As a part of this effort, the Foundation has
adopted a flexible fund structure called
“Chapter OneFunds.” Chapter OneFunds are
chapter-specific funds that allow alumni and
families to make tax-deductible donations to
the Foundation, while ensuring the gift is used
to benefit their specific chapter in the most
flexible ways allowed by law. Dollars from
these funds will allow alumni volunteers, who
regularly work side-by-side with the undergraduate chapter, to identify the chapter’s
immediate needs within the areas of academic
or need-based scholarships, character and
leadership development training, and chapter
house operating expenses. Chapter OneFunds
enable alumni donors to fund current chapter
needs as determined by those most involved
with the chapter. In doing so, alumni contributions will have the maximum impact on an
undergraduate’s Phi Psi experience.
These funds are already making a substantial
impact while chapters adapt to new ways of
recruiting, managing a chapter house and
staying healthy.

You can support your chapter’s OneFund with a
tax-deductible gift by:







Making a gift online using the drop-down list
on our online donation form at:
pkpfoundation.org/support-chapter-onefunds
Making a gift over the phone by calling the
Foundation’s offices at: 317-275-3400
Mailing a check with the chapter’s name in
the memo line to :
Phi Kappa Psi Foundation
5395 Emerson Way
Indianapolis, IN 46226





Making a gift of appreciated stock—often
to the benefit of both the donor and the
chapter
Including your chapter’s Endowed OneFund
in your estate plans

To ask a question about your chapter’s OneFund or how to make a contribution, please contact:
Drew Thawley at dmt@pkpfoundation.org or 317.275.3400

